
CHAPTER IX. 

ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS. 

CLASS c. DIRECTIONAL RELATION CHANGING. 

313. IN the combinations ,vhich have occupied our 
attention in the preceding Chapters, the directional relation 
of the pieces has remained constant; but, as I have already 
explained ( Art. 21 ), there exists a numerous class of co1n
binations, in ,vhich the directional relation changes peri
odically, or in other words, that ,vhile one piece pursues its 
own path with a constant direction of motion, the other 
piece periodically changes its direction, travelling hack 
and forwards through a constant space. From this it fol
lows that the latter piece must necess�rily be limited in the 
extent of its path by the very nature of the con1bination, 
but it will also appear that in the greater number of co1n
binations this reciprocating piece is the follo,ver. 

314. The velocity ratio of the pieces may be constant, 
or may vary; but as the driver may be generally supposed 
to revolve uniformly, the follower, if the velocity ratio be 
constant, will in that case travel with a uniform velocity to 
the end of its path, and instantly reversing the direction, 
will return with a uniform velocity, and so on. This sud
den change, for dynamical reasons, is better avoided ; and 
although, as we shall see, it may be effected, yet now that 
mechanical principles are better understood, those coinbi
nations are always preferred in which the reciprocating body 
is brought gradually to -rest, and again gradually set in 
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,, 

:motion in the opposite direction, and thus the blo,vs and 
;-,t.rains occasioned by the sudden change of direction are got 
'.fid of. This is more especially necessary in large and heavy :
�machinery. 

'· ... 
·. CLASS c. DIVISION A. COMMUNICATION OF l\10TION BY 

ROLLING CONT ACT. 

· 315. When two spur-wheels act together the axes re
t·volve in opposite directions, but ,vhen a spur-wheel acts 

. 

{with. an annular wheel the axes revolve in the same direction . 
\By combining spur-wheel with an annular wheel thea 
\mangle�wheel, fig. 158, is obtained; in which the directional 

. �,:telation is periodically changed, by causing the driving 

!/pinion to act alternately upon the spur-teeth and the annu
·:'l/lar teeth o 

'l.,he 1nangle-wheel in its simplest form is a revolving 
• !:•• 

<

\
• 

·;disk of metal with a center of motion C. 

.D�
. ' 
. ' 
. ' 
. ' 

I ' 
I > 

Upon the face of 

the disk is fixed a projecting annulus am, the outer and . •1
.. 
nner edge of which are cut into teeth. _a

·terrupted at f, and the teeth are continued round the edges 
•?f the interrupted portion so as to form a continued series 
passing from the outer to the inner edge and back again. 

A pinion B whose teeth are of the sa1ne pitch as those of 
the wheel is fixed to the end of an axis, and this axis is 
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mounted so as to allow of a short travelling motion in the 
direction BC. This may be effected by supporting this 
end of it either in a svi1ing-frnme moving upon a center as at 
D, or in a sliding piece, according to the nature of the 
train with which it is connected. A short pivot projects 
from the center of the pinion, and this rests in and is guided 
by a groove B�'ftbhk which is cut in the surface of the disk, 
and made concentric to the pitch circles of the inner and 
outer rings of teeth, and at a normal distance from them 
equal to the pitch radius of the pinion. 

Now when the pinion revolves it will, if it be on the out
side, as in the figure, act upon the spur-teeth and turn 
the wheel in the opposite direction to its own ; but when 
the interrupted portion/ of the teeth is thus brought to the 
pinion, the groove will guide tne pinion from the outside to 
the inside, and thus bring its teeth into action with the an
nular teeth. The wheel will now receive motion in the same 
direction as that of the pinion, and this will continue until 
the gap f is again brought to the pinion, when the latter 
,vill be carried outwards, and the motion again reversed. 

The velocity ratio in either direction will remain con
stant, but the ratio ,vhen the pinion is inside will differ 
slightly from the ratio when it is outside, for the pitch ra
dius of the annular teeth is necessarily somewhat less than 
that of the spur-teeth. However, the change of direction is 
not instantaneous, for the form of the groove sft, which 
connects the inner and outer grooves, is a semicircle, and 
,vhen the axis of the pinion reaches s the velocity of the 
mangle-wheel begins to diminish gradually till it is brought 
to rest at f, and is again gradually set in motio� from f tot, 
when the constant ratio begins; and this retardation will be 
increased by increasing the difference between the inner and 
outer pitch circles. 
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316. The teeth of a mangle-wheel are, however, most 
commonly formed by pins project- 159 

ing from the face of the disk, as in 
fig. 159. 

In this manner the inner and outer 
pitch-circles coincide, and therefore the 
velocity ratio is the same within and 
without; also the space through which 
the pinion moves in shifting from the outside to the in
side is reduced. 

317. This space may be still farther diminished by 
arranging the teeth as in fig. 160, that is, by placing the 

160 

spur-wheel within the annular wheel ; but at the same time 
the difference of the two ratios is increased. 

318. If it be required that the velocity ratio vary,
then the pitch-lines of the mangle-wheel must no longer be 

concentric. Thus in fig. 161, the groove kl is directed to the 
19 
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center of the mangle-,vheel, and �herefore the pinion will pro
ceed in this portion of its path without giving any n1otion 
to the ,vheel; and in the other lines of teeth the pitch ra
dius varies, and therefore the angular velocity ratio will 
vary*.

The mangle-wheel under all its forms is a very practical
and effective contrivance. It derives its name from the first 
machine to which it was applied, but has since been very 
generally employed in manufacturing mechanism. 

319. In figs. 158, 160, and 161, the curves of the teeth 
are readily obtained by employing the same describing cirde 
for the whole of them (Art. 114). But when the form fig. 
159 is adopted, the shape of the teeth requires some con
sideration. 

Every tooth of such a mangle-wheel 1nay be considered 
as formed of two ordinary teeth set back to back, the pitch
line passing through the middle. The outer half, therefore, 
appropriated to the action of the pinion on the outside of 
the wheel, resembles that portion of an ordinary spur-wheel
tooth that lies beyond its pitch-line, and the inner half 
which receives the inside action of the pinion resembles the 
half of an annular wheel tooth that lies within the pitch
circle. But the consequence of this arrangement is, that in 
both positions the action of the driving pinion must be con
fined to the approach of its teeth to the line of centers, an<l 
consequently these teeth must lie wholly within their pitchline. 

To obtain the forms of the teeth therefore take any
convenient describing circle, and e1nploy it to describe the 
teeth of the pinion by rolling within its pitch-circle, and to 
describe the teeth of the wheel by rolling within and without 

• • A mangle-wheel of this kind js employed in Smith's �elf-acting mule. 

• 
i 
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its pitch-circle, and the pinjon ,viii {Art.114) then work truly 
iwith the teeth of the ,vheel in both positions. The tooth 
:it each extremity of the series must be a circular one, ,vhose 
�n-ter lies on the pitch-line and whose diameter is equal to 
half the pitch. 

A· 320. If the reciprocating piece move in a right line, 
'.As it very often does, then the mangle-wheel is transformed 
lnto a mangle-1·ack, fig.
' .

. , :io2 ;------<--.J Ii 

·-.---·---·-·-··· a ..--......----...-
B 

162, and its teeth n1ay be simply 

:made cylindrical pins, which those of the 1nangle-wheel do not 
!·,

}�dmit of on correct principle. B b is the sliding piece, and A 
tthe driving pinion, ,vhose axis must have the po,ver of shift
ing from A to a through a space equal to its o,vn diameter, 

,t9 allow of the change from one side of the rack to the other 
..at each extre1nity of the motion. The teeth of the man
: gle-rack may receive any of the forms which are given to 
"(ommon rack-teeth, if the arrangement be derived fro1n 

,-.�ither fig. 158 or fig. 160. 

321. But the mµ,ngle rack admits of an arrangement . 
.�Y which the shifting motion of the driving pinion, which is 
·. often inconvenient, n1ay be dispensed ,vith.
; ' 

Bb, fig. 163, is the piece which receives the reciprocating 
163 0 0 6 

1)/ 

•motion, and which 1nay be either guided between rollers, 
as �he,vn, or in any other usual way ; A the driving· pinion, 

lH-2 

:.: .. 
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,vhose axis of motion is fixed ; th� 1nangle-rack Cc is for1ne<l 
upon a separate plate, and in this example has the teeth 
upon the inside of the projecting ridge which borders it, and 
the guide-groove formed ,vithin the ring of teeth, similar 
to fig. 160. 

1.'his rack is connected with the piece Bb in such a 
manner as to allow of a short transverse motion with respect 
to that piece, by which the pini9n, when it arrives at either 
end of the course, is enabled by shifting the rack to follow 
the course of the guide-groove, and thus to reverse the motion 
by acting upon the opposite row of teeth. 

The best mode of connecting the rack and its sliding
piece is that represented in the figure, and is the same 
which is adopted in the well-kno,vn cyllnder printing-engines 
of Mr. Cowper. 1.�wo guide-rods KC, kc are jointed at one 
end · K, k to the reciprocating piece B b, and at the other 
end C, c to the shifting-rack ; these rods are moreover con
nected by a rod Mm, which is jointed to each mid-way
between their extremities, so that the angular motion of these 
guide-rods round their centers K, k ,vill be the same; and 
as the angular motion is small, and the rods nearly parallel 
to the path of the slide, their extremities C, c, n1ay be sup
posed to move perpendicularly to that path, and conse
quently the rack which is jointed to those extremities will 
also move upon Bb in a direction perpendicular to its path,
which is the thing required, and admits of no other motion 
with respect to Bb. 

The earliest shifting rack of this kind is to be found in 
the work of De Caus*, in which the rack is moved from one 
side to the other at each end of its trip by a pair of cam
plates, turned by the same pinion which drives the rack. 

• De Caus, Les Raisons des forces mouvantes, 1615. L. I. probs. xvi. and 

xvn. Copied in Bockler's Theatrum J\Iachinantm, 166�, pl. 94. 

l 
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· 322. In the works of the ea1·ly n1echanists a variety 
· of contrivances for reversing motion are to be found, in 
( which the teeth of a driving ,vheel or pinion are made to 
·:: ,quit one set of teeth aud engage themselves abruptly with 
. : another set, and so on alternately ; the two sets being so 
;: disposed upon the reciprocating follo,ver as to produce 1110-

·; tion respective! y in the opposite directions in it. 
.' . ' \ 

, For example, A a,  fig. 164, is an axis 164 
f which revolves continually in the sa1ne di
;; rection, B b an axis to ,vhich is to be corn-' 
�. riiunicated a fe,v rotations to right and left 
(. alternate! y. 
r, This axis carries t\vo pinions, B and b, 
li and the first axis has a crown-wheel at its 
: 
!', ' 

extremity, of which the teeth extend only through half its 
•,: circumference, as frotn m to n. 
',' ..,. ' 

, In the figure the cro,vn-wheel is supposed to revolve in 
;. ihe direction from n to,vards m, and its teeth ,vill accord-

•· ' 

· ingly act upon those of b, and cause the shaft B b to revolve. 
. f,  · 

· When the last tooth 'ft has quitted b this rotation w·ill cease, 
.' �ut at that n1oment the first tooth rn of the series ,vill begin 
,;,ato act upon the lower pinion B, and turn it in the opposite 
/direction. '1.,his contrivance is so manifestly faulty for the 
'. �wo reasons already discussed, of the shock at each change of 
( motion, (Art. 314), and the danger of the first teeth that 
.: come together becoming entangled (Art. 271 ), that I should 
'ahardly have thought it ,vorth describing, ,vere it not for the · 

numerous similar forms that present themselves in the early 
,ahistory of 1nachinery, more especially in the ,vork of Ra_ 

lnelli, in which this principle is exhibited in a great variety 
of forms, and applied not only to ,vheels but al�o to racks*. 

· . •- Vide Ramelli, 1. 11. 111 • .  tv .  et }}assim. l)e Caus, pr. I f. I .  a11d 1 v .  Bockler, 
109, 110, Ill, copied fro1n Ramelli. nessoni, Thratrmn In:strnrr1t· ntorun1, 1569. 
pl. 34. 
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323. Fig 165 is an application of the satne principle 
to a double rack*, ,vhich deserves attention on account of 
the provision which is 1nade to diminish the shock, ancl 
ensure the first engagement of each set of teeth. 

Aa is the fran1e to ,vhich the 
165

reciprocating motion is to be given, A .. 
B the driving pinion ; this is made ,----___,""""'-___ � 
in the form of a lantern, and the 
teeth confined to about a quarter 
of its circumference. 

These teeth act alternately upon 
� a 

racks fixed to the opposite sides of the fran1e, and thus the 
fra1ne receives a back and forward motion from the con
tinued rotation of the pinion. In the figure the pinion re
volving in the direction of the arro,v is she,vn at the 
moment of quitting the lo,ver rack to begin its action upon 
the upper ; the tooth of each rack which receives the first 
action of the pinion is made longer than the others, and 
straight sided, and is so arranged that the action of the first 
stave upon it  shall he oblique, by ,vhich the shock is 
diminished, ,vhile at the same time the stave sliding do,vn 
the long side is safely conducted into the first space, and 
thus the proper action of the teeth and staves secured. 

324. If the driver be a ,vheel A, fig. 166, and the follower 
an arm BC revolving round a center B, 
and having a ,vheel of an irregular for1n 
D turning round a pin at its extren1ity 
C; its teeth being kept in constant action 
,vith those of A by means of guide-plates, grooves, or any 
of the contrivances already described, then the rotation of A 
will produce a reciprocating motion in the arm Bl\ the 
la,v of ,vhich will vary according to the figure of the wheel 

166 

'" Frorn Iloddcr, Thcatrum 1\Jachinanuu, No. iJ .  
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fD� For the distance of C from A continually increases or 
\
)' ,

diminishes as A revolves, and therefore C ,vill oscillate to 
i
!· 

and fro in its path. 

' ·CLASS c. DIVISION D. CO�Il\!IUNICATION BY LJNK-\VORK. 

. . 325. I have thought it necessary to place Link-,vork 
in this class, immediately after Rolling Contact, because in .. 
�me of the combinations by 

' 

sliding contact I shall have oc-
casion to refer to those which are included under this head. 
As the order in ,vhich these different divisions is taken 
is ;otherwise arbitrary, no inconvenience can arise from tl1is 
change of plan. 

The velocity ratio of a pair of arms connected by a link 
:has been already determined ( • .\rt. 32); but it is often more 
convenient to investigate their motion by determining the 

· relative positions of the parts of the system, as followsa: 

326. Let .A, B (fig. 167), be two centers of motion ; 
;, �P, BQ the arms, PQ the link ; 167 

. . let AP = R, BQ = 1·, A B = d, 
..· :. ,, PQ = l, BAP = 0, DBQ = <p, 

Dra,v Pp perpendicular and Qp para]lel to AB ; 
2 + Q2then PQ:a= Pp p , 

or � =  (R sin 0 - r sin <p)2 + (d + r cos <p - R cos 0)<2. 

= R'l. + ,.2 + d2 - 2 Rd cos 0 - 2 Rr sin 0 . sin <p 
+ 2r (d - R cos 0) cos <j). 

For convenience assume m = R2 + 1· 2 + d'I. - 2 Rd cos 0 - ti , 

n = 2R1· sin 0, 

p = 2 ·t ( d - R cos 0) ; 

. ·. rt :sin cj> - rn = 11 • co:,; </> � 
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whence, squaring and arranging the ter1ns, we have 

. mn ::1:: p✓p2 - m2 + n�
s1n <J> =  

2n + p2 
; (1) 

in ,vhich equation m, n, and p, being functions of 8, it ap
pears that for every value of 0, sin <P has two values, or in 
other words, every given position AP of one rod has two 
possible corresponding positions of the other rod BQ, which 
is indeed evident ; for with center B and radius BQ describe 
the circle Qq, and take Pq = PQ, then will Bq be also a po
sition of this rod corresponding to AP. 

If R = r, and l = d, we have the system of fig. 109 (Art. 
196), and when these suppositions are introduced into the 
equation (1 ), we obtain 

. R2 :1: d2 - Rd ( cos 8 0)cos:1:--- 0Sln ,m = ------- - . .Sln't' R2 + d2 
- 2Rd cos 0 

f= sin 0 when the upper . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • .  1 .l signs are
R2 - d'1-

l
= 

R2 + d2 - 2 R d  cos 

The first value corresponds to the system ,vhen in the 
position of a parallelogram, and the second to that in which 
the link lies across the line of centers. 

If, on the other hand, we make R = l, and r = d, we have 
m = 2if

! - 2Rd cos 0 = p ; 
mn:l:mn 

whence sin <P = 
2n + m 2 

2mn 
- 2 2 

or o ;  n + m 

and in fact it will be seen that if these proportions are given 
to the rods, Q will always coincide with A in the second posi
tion Bq, since AP = PQ and BQ = B.A.. Consequently, in 
that position .A.P ""rill revolve ,vithout producing any change. .  

i' I' I 
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�ln then.angular position of BQ, which will coincide with AB 
· in all positions of AP, and therefore sin <p = o. 

In the first position, however, w·e have 
. R sin 0 (d - llf cos 0) 

SIU </> = R2 + d� :_2-i d ·cos e . 

327. In a systen1 of this kind the continued rotation of 
one arm, as AP, may produce either a continued rotation 
· ·o� · a reciprocating motion in the other. 'I'his is deter
,,�nined by the proportions of the four sides of the figure, 
· For example, if AP and BQ be greater than AB, the arrr1s 

' 
·.,ill both revolve, as in Art. 300. But if AP be less than 

.-;AB, then the rotations of AP will cause BQ to reciprocate. 
_To enable AP to complete a revolution it is necessary that 
; · 

· AB + BQ > PQ + AP, and AB - BQ > P<J - AP; 

for if AP 1nove towards AB, the two rods AP, PQ must first 
�ome into one straight line at the rnoment \vhen Q reaches 
i_ts greatest distance fron1 A ; but this straight line is impos-

1 

sible, unless I 

AP + PQ < AB + BQ � 

and similarly, when AP has revolved so as to bring Q to its 
least distance from A, the lines _4.P, PQ will form a 
straight line passing through A, ,vhich line will be impos
sible, unless also 

PQ - AP < AB - BQ. 

1,he positions which correspond to these two straight 
lines are the dead po-ints (Art. 196). But in practice the 
reciprocating point Q generally moves in a straight line 
directed towards A, the axis of the revolving piece ; or else 
¼& ,suspended from an arm BQ at right angles to this line 
in · the mean position, and so long, that the path of Q may 
·be taken as a right line. 1.'his sin1plifics the examination of 
the motion. 
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328. Thus let A, fig. 168, be the center of motion of 

168 .B\ 

n A. /b ni 

a revolving driver, P a pin carried by a disk or arm fixed to 
the axis, PQ a link jointed at P to the pin, and at Q to a 
piece which travels along the line .A d. The pin P may
either be carried by an arm, as at P in fig. 1 1 1  (p. 187), or 
by a disk as at p, or it may be a crank as in fig. 1 IQ, for 
the remarks in Art. 199 are completely applicable in the 
present case. Upon the line Ad of the follower's path
set off m,d and n D  each = PQ, then as the axis A re
volves the point Q will travel back and forwards between 
d and D, performing one con1plete excursion or double oscil
lation for every revolution of A;  also D d  = 2AP. Draw Pp 
perpendicular to AD, and let mAP = 0, AP = R, PQ = l, 
A Q  = s, then in the triangle APQ we have AQ = Qp ='= Ap,
according as p falls upon one side or other of A ; 

. ·. s = ✓l2 
- R2 sin2 0 ::1: R cos 0, ( 1) 

in which the positive sign is used when mAP is acute, and 
the negative when it is obtu.se. 

The extent Dd of the motion of the reciprocating 
piece is termed the throw of the crank or excentric pin, also 
m and n are the dead points. 

Generally the length of the link is so great ,vith respect 
to AP, that its inclination may be neglected, and p Q sup
posed equal to PQ, in which case s = l ::1: R cos 0 ;  or if the 
space be measured from d in the opposite direction, we 

have s ==  d Q  = mp = R versin 0. 
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, . : 329. By Cor. 3, Art. 3�, ,ve have 

......... __"\ 

· velocity of P : velocity of Q : :  cos AQP : sin APQ ; 

. vel. of P 1 
\i'.:und if the link be long, this becomes • - - - - -- -

vel. of Q.,':l: 

=.. .sin e 
,.
-1 · :  3.'30. To the different forn1� under which the arrn and 
"'1.

�; 

;link appears in Art. 199, may be added the e.vcent1·ic, £g. 169. 
,,. :
. 

169 n .  

-

. .. 
... .. Let A be the axis or center of n1otion, to which is fixed 
:-an excentric circular pully of which B is the center ; a hoop 
·'.dbc is made to embrace this pully so as just to allow the 
·pully to turn freely within its circle, for which purpose, 1as 

:_ well as to allow the n1achine to be put together, the hoop is 
generally made in two halves capable of being separated at :

· . q and b; a frame adb connects this hoop with the extremity 
. tl of the arm dD, to which it is jointed in the manner of a 
··e}ink.
'· . When A revolves the distance B d from the center of 

: ,he excentric to the extremity of the arm remains constant, 
.'Jmd therefore the motion communicated is precisely the 
�ine as that ,vhich would be given by an arm AB, and 
a -link Bd. But this contrivance allo\VS the axis to be con
tinued straight through the excentric, whereas when an 
arm is employed the axis must be cut short, or else bent 
into a crank, as explained in Art. 199. On the other hand, ,
the magnitude of the hoop and excentric is so great with 
resp�ct to the radius of motion AB, that this contrivance 

lin1ited to the production of vibrations of 
'l'hc dottt'<l ci re.le radi u:- 11k includes the 
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space required for the rotation of the excentric, the radius 
of -.vhich is equal to the sum of the radius of the excentric 
and of AB, an<l the former must be greater than the latter. 
A common crank or pin would occupy a circle of about 
half this radius. 

331. '1.,Ahe excentric, arrn or crank, under the different 
for1ns thus described, is by far the most sin1ple n1ode of 
converting rotation into reciprocation, and it has the valuable 
property of beginning the motion in each direction gently, 
and again gradually retarding it, so as to avoid jerks. 
Nevertheless the la\v of variation in the velocities is not 
always the best adapted to the requirements of the 1necha
nisn1 ; but the reciprocation is produced so simply that it is 
often worth while to retain the crank, and correct the law of 
velocity by co1nbining other pieces ,vith it in a train. By 

trains of link-,vork very complex la,vs of motion rnay be 
derived from a uniforn1ly revolving driver. 1�his will be 
b€st illustrated by the exarnples \vhich follow. 

332. Ex. I .  If the crank, instead of being fixed to the 
uniformly revolving axis, be ca1·ried by a second axis, and 
these t\VO axes connected h)r one of the combinations in 
Chapter VIII. for the production of varying velocity ratio, 
the inequality of velocity in  the reciprocating piece may be 
almost entirely got rid of. Thus, let these t\vo axes be 

connected by a pair of rolling curve ,vheels, (Art. 273), let 
.A1 be the constant angular velocity of the first axis, A2 the 
angular velocity of the second axis, upon which is also fixed 
the crank, let p be the radius of the crank, and 0 the angle it 
n1akes with the path of the reciprocating piece ; then if V be 

the linear velocity of this piece, \Ve have V = p sin 0_4:t (by 
A rt. 329), \Vhich is to be constant by hypothesis. Let r1 and 

r2 be the radii of contact of the rolling· curves which connect 

the fi"rst an<l second axis respectively ; 



r., = ------ S- ' 
cp sin 8 

- p sin 8 + k 

the rolling curve of the second axis, 
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C - rl?- = -
A, r'J

... = ··-- ,r2 
if c be the distance of the axes. 

V c - r2 • .· . - = -- p sin 8 = k ;
AI r2 

a constant hy hypothesis ; 
• 

I 
_;.,.._/,-'{-·"'· -' 

i . . .••,vhence - ·. . ..., .( , f• 
18 the equation 
whence that of the first may be found by Arts. 260. or 269. 

to 

In practice, however, the figures thus obtained must be 
altered so as to correct the sudden change of direction. 

Any contrivance however that produces two equal pe
riods of variation in the an(J'nlar velocity in each revolution, 

·1\\'J l serve to correct the 
0 

ve]ocity of the crank-follower 
sufficiently for practice. The rolling curves, as just de
scribed, are used in some silk-machinery ; but their figure is 
not so cornpletely formed upon principle. 

If the axis of the crank be connected to the uniformly 
revolving axis of the driver by means of a Ho�ke's joint, 
and these axes meet at a sufficient angle, the rotation of the 
crank will have two maximum and two minimum velocities •
in each revolution, which, if carefully opposed to those 
produced by the crank, will nearly correct the unequal -
rnotion of the reciprocating piece. 

333. Ex. 2. To equali�e the velocity by link-work. 
1,he velocity of the reciprocating piece may be also nearly 
equalized by a train of link-work only. Thus let A, fig. J 70, 

1 70 

\g:�·.-)�.:_:_-:;:-.:.:.c····· · ··-� �11 I ,,. 
( .A."' JL�- -- d_.!.£: - ·-- - . . 

r! ,!J;/ 
D

he the axis of the crank .Aa, which by means or a link 
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a C  communicates in the usual ,vay a reciprocating tnotion to 
a point C, which travels in the line .Ab between B and b. 
A second link Cd connects C with an arm Dd, moving on a 
center D, and the motion of C bet,veen B and b thus moves 
d between q and 1· ; so that the rotation of the crank Aa 
causes the arm Dd to reciprocate bet,veen the positions
Dq and D1·. 

ln any given position of this systerr1 draw perpendiculan, 
.Am, Dn from the centers of motion upon the links ; then if 
.A1 A2 be the angular velocities of A a, Dd respectively, and 

V the velocity of C, ,ve have very nearly 
A2 ArnA1 • Amo= V = A2 • Dn, (Art. 329) ; . . .  - = - - - --A 1 Dn 

If A a and Dd both reach the position perpendicular to 
the link at the same ti1ne, then Am and Dn ,vill reach their 
1naximu111 values together, and will decrease and increase 
together, so that the ratioe�: n1ay be 1nade nearly constant; 
and thus, if Aa revolve uniformly, the reciprocating piece 
Dd will move in each direction with a velocity n1uch more 
nearly uniform than that of the piece C. 

This latter piece may either slide or may be fixed to 
a long arm so as to make Bb an arc of large radius ; or the 
intermediate piece C may be even omitted, and ad connected 
by a single link* ;  but this is not so good. 

334. Ex. 3. To p1roduce a 1·apidly reta, rded 'velocity. 
A, B, D, fig. 171, are centers of motion, A a an ar1n revolv
ing round A, bBC an arm revolving round B, and Dd an 
arm revolving round. D ;  these ar1ns are connected by links 
ab and C d, by which the motion of Aa is con1n1unicated to 
Dd. Let A a  move only through an arc of a circle a l ,  £, 3, 

( Rees'* Hornblower in 1795 applied this latter method to the �team-engine. 
Cyc. Steam-engine, Pl. V.'Afig. i.) 

·'
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and let the three points 1, 2, 3 be at equal angular distances 
from each other, and so placed that the line bA, which is a 

171 

.. ' 

. .:..; 

B 

!· ·

tangent to the, small arc described by b, shall bisect the angle 
. t..43, described by a in its passage from 2 to 3. No,v,

.; 

·e:since the motion given to the arm Bb ,vill vary as the 
versed sine of the angular distance of A a fron1 the line bA,_
thee· motion which b receives while a 1noves from 1 to 2 will 
.be very much greater than that which it receives while a 
· tnoves from 2 to 3. The corresponding positions of a and·e
-� are numbered with the same figures. In  fact, practically, 
,the second motion is so small that this combination may
� employed ,vhen the arm Bb is required to remain at 
··e·erest during the second motion of A a f rotn 2 to 3, as well 
� when the arm Bb is required to receive a rapidly retarded 

.evelocity from the unifor� velocity of A a*. 

. . . But the third arm D d is so placed ,vith respect to BC 
that the tangent to the arc described by its extremity d 
s�all bisect the small angle 2B 3 described by C in its . 
passage between the second and third positions ; the n1otion 

·therefore which Dd receives during the second n1otion of 

· • This combination was first employed by ,vatt in the mechanis1n for opening 
the valves of the steam-engine. 
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172 
. .l 3 

• 

A a from 2 to 3 is very much less than the small motion 
given to B b. This third arn1 is therefore added when a 
more perfect repose is required*. 

335. Ex. 4. To 1nultiply oscillations by link-work. 
If a common crank, A a, fig 172, be jointed by a link ab 

to an arm moving round a center B, we have seen that 
every revolution of the crank will produce one complete
double oscillation t of the arn1 B b, and therefore of an arm 
BC upon the same axis. 

Let an arm D 2  moving round a center D be joined by a 
link to the arm BC in such a relative position to it that the 
tangent to the arc described by the extremity of D2 may 
bisect the angle described by the arm BC. The figures 
1 2  3 upon the circular path of the crank, upon the arc of 
motion of the arm BC, and upon that of the arm D2, shew 
the corresponding positions of these pieces. 'l'he motion of 
BC from BI to B3 in either direction will produce one com
plete double oscillation of D2 from the position D� to D2 
and back again, as shown in the figure ; and therefore one 
double oscillation of BC, or one revolution of the crank 
will produce two con1plete double oscillations of the arm 
D 2. If another arm be connected ,vith D2 in the same 
manner as the latter is connected with BC, then one revolu
tion of the crank will produce four double oscillations of the 

• This is employed by Erard in the double-action harp. 
t In pendulums and other vibrating bodies one oscillation includes the motion 

from one end of the path to the other, in either direction. A dottble oscillation, 
contherefore, is the motion from one end to the other and hack again, and thull 

tain� all the phases of the periodic motion. 

J.I 
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!;laat arm ; and thus with a train of n axes one revolution of a 
:onmlc may produce 2n - 2 complete double oscillations of an arm. 
. . ' 

'. 336. Ex. 5. To produce an alternate intermitting mo-
·' Jjbn by link-work. A, fig. 173, is the center of motion of a 

. qommon crank which by means of the link 2, 2 ,  causes an 
wm Bb to oscillate between the positions BI and Bs. The 

:extren1ity b of this arm is also jointed to two other links 

173 

I 

\ !1J I
C�i I� 

C I 3 

be and bd. The link be connects it ,vith an arm Cc whose
: •.. 

center of motion is C, and the tangent to the path of its ex
tremity passes through B, and bisects the angle 2B3 ; there
·f9re by Ex. 3, when b moves from l to 2, Cc will move 
from Ccl to C;,  but ,vhen b moves from 2 to 3, Cc will 
re.D)ain nearly at rest in the position C;.  On the other hand, 
the link bd, which is shewn by a dotted line, is jointed to an 
',Fm Dd, the tangent of whose path passes through B, and 
bisects the angle b I B2; so that while b passes from 1 . to 2, 
Dd remains nearly at rest in the position Dd�  ; but when 
b- passes from 2 to s, Dd receives a motion from Dd� to 
Ds. The effect of t'ltis arrangement is, that when the crank 
d revolves, the arms Cc and Dd oscillate with intervals of 
rest,e.the one moving when the other rests, and vice versa : 
which may be traced by the corresponding figures, if we fol
low the motion of the crank at A round its circle, as thus : 
, . 1 to 2 Cc rises and Dd rests 

2 to 3 - rests . . . - fallscrank moves from 
3 to 2 - rests . . . - rises 

2 to 1 - falls . . . - rests. 

20 
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337. But for shewing the exact nature of the motion 
produced in this manner, graphic representations are the
best (Art. 14). Thus in fig. 174, Bb is the vertical axis of a curve which represents the motion of the arm Bb;  Cc and Dd the axes of curves which re- 174 

B C D Epresent the cotemporaneous motions 
i----+....-_..._ -7,----.-of the arms Cc, and Dd respectively. O

The circle described by the crank is 1 
2divided into twelve equal angles, and 3 
4the axes of abscissre are divided into 5equal parts corresponding to these fi - f - - - · 

twelve positions, and numbered ac- � 1 Icordingly from O to 12. The figure 9 - -- r -·- · · 
10 I �}.,_ .represents one revolution and a half, 11for the better exhibition of the motion; 12 11-----+•t---;�·. -�; -- -\ :,· 7

and supposing the crank to revolve ! ;/ :uniformly, the vertical abscissre of the 3 ,....._.>----i___ 1--- •.curves will be proportional to the !
time. The ordinates of these curves 6 ..____._.i..---4-'-➔----� 

are proportional to the spaces or arcs b c d e

described by the extremities of the arms respectively. Thus
the ordinates of the curve Bb are proportional to the distance
of the extremity b of B b  from the extreme position Bbl.
These curves are easily obtained by drawing the figure 173 

upon a large scale, and setting out upon it the twelve relative 
positions of all the arms of the system, in the same way asthe three principal positions are there shewn. To return to 

.fig. 174, It appears that the double oscillation of Bb from 
O to 12 is converted in Cc into two double oscillations, one
of which extends from 2 to 10, and is large, while the other from 10 to 2 is so small that it may be considered as a state 
of rest. The oscillation of Dd is similar, but the large wave
of the latter is opposed to the small wave of the former, and 
vice versa. Now if these small waves be required to be re-

·,. 
: ,.,,,, ' 

\ 
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Wuced, a second arm (as Dd fig. 171) n1ust be attached to 
each of the arms Cc, Dd of the present system. The curve 
Ee represents the motion of this second arm supposing it to 
be attached to Dd, and from this it appears that while the ·

·e�scillation of the large wave is rendered more nearly constant 
in its velocity, the small ,vave is obliterated and reduced to 
_e
_a line coinciding with the axis of the abscissre. 

338. These exatnples may serve to shew that very com
�plex motions 1nay be produced by cornbining link-work in 
t�ains, and the mechanism thus obtained is so simple and 
: �ertain in its action, that it is always desirable, if possible, 
\p employ it. Curves should al,vays be used as a test for 
-the motions, because in these intricate combinations formulre " , .1 : .· 
· '-\v�uld not, even to the best mathematicians, give the same , ..,�lear notion of the �otemporary action of the various pieces
�r the train that is conveyed in this manner. ' .r. 

. , 
· 339. When a reciprocating and revolving piece are 

cbtinected by a single crank and link, the revolving piece 
must be the driver, unless it be heavy ; for if the recipro� 
eating piece be made the driver, it is evident that at the dead 
points (Art. 328) of the system it could communicate no 

!notion to its follower. But if the revolving piece be heavy,
it will by its inertia be carried across the dead points, and 
thus allow the reciprocating piece to continue its action in 
the reverse direction. This mode of operation belongs to 
Dynamics, and therefore will not be examined dn the present
Work. In fact, in Pure Mechanism the only methods by
•hich a reciprocating driver can be made to give continuous 
rotation to a follower, are by Escapements, for which see 
Sliding C�ntact in the present Chapter ; and by clicks and 
tiatchet-wheels, which, as they properly belong to Link. 
work, I shall proceed to explain. 

20-2 

1 

' ·I ' 

I
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340. The driver is an arm ,vhose center of motion i!l ..4. 
175 Jk-

/ -------· · -·.-fob 
I s,,.--- -- l'J.f 

/J�J;/ : -s 

,{( J� }
; \dk�

/,' . 0 1'/.• -- · -
·rn, :=:='J
/o/ A-· 

fig. 175. "fhe follower F is a wheel termed a 1ratchet�wheel, 
having teeth formed like those of a saw. 

The piece BC is freely jointed to the driving arm at B, 

so that it rests by its weight upon the teeth of the wheel. 
If the arm be moved in the direction of the arrow into the 
position A be, the extremity C will abut against the radial 
sides of the teeth, and push the wheel as if BC were a link 
jointed to its circumference at C. But when the arm is 
moved backwards towards AB, the point C will rise over 
the sloping sides of the teeth, and communicate no motion to 
the wheel. 

If a continuous reciprocation be given to the driver, the 
f'ollower will advance a few teeth during every motion of the 
driver in the direction of the arrow, and will remain at rest 
during its return in the opposite direction. 

To ensure the wheel against an accidental motion in the 
reverse direction, an arm DE similar to BC is jointed to a 
fixed center of motion D, and by abutting against the teeth 
in a similar way to BC, only allows the wheel to be moved 

in the one direction required. A detaining arm of this kind 

is termed a detent or latch, and the arm BC which com
municates motion a click, or r11,tchet, or paul ; but these 
latter names are frequently used in common fo; both the 
moving and detaining pieces BC and DE. 

J 
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341. This is a very useful and practical combination*, 
. and admits of great variety of arrangement. 1.'hus the arm 
�B may be made to move concentrically to the ratchet

.�heel. This method, when practicable, is to be preferred, ·for the arm, ratchet and wheel then n1ove together as one 
piece during the advance of the latter. 

176Or the crown-wheel form may be
given to the ratchet-wheel, as in fig.
176, in which case, the click B may . �e _either jointed to an arm Aa, ,vhich 

• . t 
.. mpves concentrically to the wheel, or to 

.,a, _n arm cd, which is attached to an 
f ' , .·. �is Cc at right angles to that of the 

. wheel. 
,t,J . ' 
L:t, .342. The reciprocating arm may also be made to drive 

. ihe wheel both during its approach 
· 'and recess. Thus, let A, fig. 177, be 

When a is depressed the click b ,vill push the teeth, 

.tlc cv 
,_ 

· 
the center of motion of the arm, D 

----, --,.,/·; 
tliat of the ratchet-wheel, and let the.a.h darm ave t,vo clicks ab, ac, JOlnte to its extremity a, and engaged with the 
opposite sides of the wheel. 

1 77 
, .  //\\ \h1/vi..-_,'\ C' 

J - ".,..\ > , 
�:: '✓ . �  ""' 1� 

but the click c ,vill slide over them. On the other hand,
\vhen a is raised, the click c will act upon the teeth, but b 
will now slip over them, so that ,vhether a rise or fall the 
wheel is made to move in the direction of the arrow. 

343. A similar contrivance is she,vn in fig. 178, whereJ· is the center of motion of the arm, and clicks ab, de are . . .Jointed at equal distances on each side of A. When a rises, 

... i}'

· "/
•·! 

! 

l: �· 
' 

; 
.'• 

i . •  

·I l,I :' 

; . 
. t 

' •';
I 

:: 
i 
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'" It first 11.ppcar:s in Ramelli, fig. 136. 
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the click ab slips over the teeth, and 
de pushes them ; but when a falls, the 
click ab pushes the teeth and de slips 178 
over them. These two latter arrange
ments are called the levers of Lagarousse, 
from the name of their inventor*. 

344. Levers either of this latter kind ,vith two clicks, 
or with a single click accompanied by a detent, are also 
employed to move racks. 

345. Instead of jointing the clicks and detents to their 
levers or centers of motion, they are sometimes made in the 
form of a slender spring. Thus if ab instead of hanging 
loose from a, or being pressed by a spring into contact 
with the teeth, be itself a slender spring fixed to the lever 
at a, it will act precisely in the same manner as it does in 
the figure, merely giving way from its elasticity when it is 
required to slip over the teeth, instead of turning upon the 
joint for that purpose. 

346. The shape of the extremity either of the detent 
or click, as well as of the teeth 179 : ,.(··--·-- - - -against ,vhich they act, may be de- B 

termined as follows : · 

If we examine the action of the 
detent and ,vheel, it appears that the 
two conditions which determine the form are these. If 
the wheel be urged in one direction, the action of its teeth 
shall have no effect in raising the detent, but shall rather 
tend to keep it in its place. If the wheel be urged in the 
opposite direction, the contrary shall happen. 

Now the tooth and detent act upon each other by 
sliding contact. Let A, fig. 179, be the center of' motion of 

11 1\-lachine:s App. 1702. 

_,I 
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�·die wheel, B of its detent, and let pq  be the normal of con
\tact between the tooth and the end of the detent, and let 
·'i'.4,p, Bq be perpendiculars upon this normal from the centers 

.. of motion. Then if the wheel be urged in the direction from 
'.;: .to q, this normal is the line of action upon the detent, 

i-

p. 
,::,(Art. 33,) which therefore tends to turn the detent round B 
·']n the direction p q, that is, to press it more closely into 
·, r· · . .
/contact with the teeth. ./.1 

If, on the contrary, the center of the detent were at B',. 
<)on· the other side of the normal, the action of the teeth ' '  

·:�ould be to turn it in the direction pq round B', that is, to 
. 'raise it out of the teeth. To make the detent hold, there
/,ore, its acting extremity and the teeth must be of such 
��!figures that the normal of contact shall pass between its 
:r�nter and that of the wheel. If the wheel be urged in the 
f�pposite direction, then it can be shewn in like manner, that 
\to enable the wheel to lift the detent, the normal of contact 
. 'ih this new direction ,.s must also pass between the two . 
.. · �enters of motion. 

. : If however the hook form be given to the detent, as at 
: · ke, fig. 175, t.pen the normals of contact in both directions 
: must pass on the same side of the two centers of motion as et. 

·347. By attending to this principle, which applies 
equally to the detents and the clicks, we may make them _·and the teeth of different forms, as in fig. 180, where B is a 

. ' 
180 

. . ' 

() --- .. 0-
. ..B · .o . 

I 

detent adapted to act ,vith a pin-wheel, and A ,vith a 

.. •. t 
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common spur-wheel : the dotted lines she,v the normals 
of contact. 

A pin projecting from the face of a bar ,vhich lies 
behind the wheel makes an excellent detent. 

When the detent requires to be released by hand from 
the teeth, it may be provided wjth a tail, as at m, fig. l 75, 

the usual form of a detent ·when it is urged by a spring 
against the wheel, as in clock and watch-work. 

348. But a detent is sometimes required to act in a 
different manner, that is, to hold the teeth of a wheel in a 
sort of stable equilibrium, so that they admit of being
disturbed either to the right or left of the position of 
rest, but ·will still return to it if left to the action of the 
detent. This is effected by forming the detent as at C fig.
180, . so that its normals of contact shall pass on the opposite 
sides of its center of motion, and at the same time providing
the detent with a spring or a weight by which it is pressed 
against the teeth. This pressure will always hold the teeth 
in such a position that both sides of the detent sha11 be in 
contact, but at the same time the teeth of the ,vheel,

Iwhether urged to the right or left, will raise the detent, an� 
pa:ss under it, which is shewn by the direction of the 
normals. 

If the end of the detent carry a roller, and act upon a 
pin-wheel as at D, the same effect will be produced. It is 
evident that the detention of the wheel in these latter 
arrangements is entirely effected by the pressure of the 
spring or weight by which the detent is kept in contact 
with the teeth, and not by the form of the detent, as in the 
first examples at A and B fig. 180, or in fig I75. 

349. In fig. 175 the oscillating arm moves the ,vheel 
through an arc equal to its own 1notion. If the arm be 

- l 

J 
I 
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��uired to move through an indefinite arc, and yet to move 
- {die wheel a constant quantity in each 181 
· 0�-.its oscillations, the click must be 

t,;· ! ]) C A:\arranged as in fig. 181. AD is the 
� 

o)
(arm, the extre1nity of ,vhich moves in b :r 
; the arc b e ;  the click is 1nounted on a center D at the end of 
:. the arm, and urged by a spring f against a pin or stop e. 
\The ratchet-wheel G has a detent F, which must also have 
/a spring or ,veight to keep it in contact. ,vhen the arm 
':,,iioves from b towards c, the click encounters a tooth of the 
f1rheel, and having thus carried the wheel through the space 
_9f one or more teeth, leaves it and passes on,vards towards 
·a.:-: The pressure against the end of the click tends to turn 
�t round its center D, but the stop e prevents this action ; on 
ihe contrary, when the arm returns from c towards b, the 

· :l!lick D again strikes against a tooth of the wheel, but the 
pressure now being in the opposite direction, the click gives
· w.ay by turning round its center D, and the wheel is held 
fast by its detent F ;  when the click has passed the wheel 
t.be spring f restores it to its first position. 

· Thus ,vhatever be the extent of the motion of the arm 
ifrom b to c and back, 'the ,vheel will receive only a constant 

· anotion. 

; . 350. In all click-,vork the slipping of the clicks and 
_detents over the teeth occasions a disagreeable noise or 
plicking, whence the former probably derive their name. 
This moreover tends to ,vear out the teeth. 

To avoid this inconvenience silent clicks or 'ratchets are 
_employed, which are arranged in various ways, one of the 
simplest of which is she,vn in fig. 182. D is the ratchet-wheel 
whose teeth in this method may be made with sides nearly 
radial, B is the ratchet-arm concentric ,vith the wheel, and 
carrying the ratchet gh jointed to it at g, AC an arm also 
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concentric ,vith the wheel, and moving very freely upon the 

center A. This arm is joined by a link ef to the ratchet, 
and lies bet,veen two pins which project from the face of the 
ratchet-arm. 

The action of the contrivance is as follows. If the 
arm AC be 1noved upwards towards Ac, it will at the begin
ning of its motion raise the ratchet gh out of the teeth of the 
wheel by means of the link ; proceeding still farther it will 
then encounter the upper pin of the ratchet-arm, and will 
therefore carry this latter arm with it, the two arms and 
ratchet now moving as one piece in the direction fromf to
wards g, but without disturbing the wheel, because the ratchet 
is disengaged from its teeth, as shewn by the dotted lines. 

On the other hand, when the arm AC is moved in the 
opposite direction, that is from c towards C, it first passes
through the small space cC ,vithout moving the ratchet
arm B, and thus by the link ef depresses the ratchet and 
engages it with the teeth, the arm .AC then strikes the lower 
pin of the ratchet-arm, and the two arms, ratchet and wheel 
now move as if in one piece, so long as the motion of AC 

• 

continues in this direction. 
"fhe action of this combination is perfectly silent; the 

arm AC is moved back and forwards just as the ratchet-

• Clicks of this kind are employed under different forms by l\ilr. Roberts in his 
�elf-acting mule, and by l\ir. Donkin. Vide also White's Century of Inventions, 
pl. 6, fig. 18. 
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trm of fig. 175, but at every change of direction it b·egins by 
either engaging or disengaging the ratchet from the teeth, 
_and thus prevents the disagreeable and mischievous noise of 
the common arrangement. 
' . , : . 

351. An intermittent motion may be produced from 
link-work, by making a slit in either end of the link. Let 
B, fig. 183, be the center of motion of a crank, ,vhich by 

..A.183 

\ 

*· \ 
:; 

· .. ·-·-··· - �J • n;. ...,. . ..........·····-· ·-··· -- · · ·· ,. . . ..-�= JI; ,-
3 o ,· :i. �� ;m.-

. I .,. t 

.. 
.. ··means of a link gives oscillation to a swinging arm .A m  ; 

. at the end of the link is a slit mn, which nearly fits a pin 
. _m projecting from the end of the arm .Am. This arm may 
either move with friction upon the center .A so that it will 

: -�emain where it is left, or it may be urged by a spring or 
�weight in a constant direction, as for exarnple, towards the-
crank-axis, so as to press it against a stop k if left to itself. 

. In the first case, if it remains where it is left, then when the 
link moves from left to right, the left end 'ln of the slit will 
push the pin and arm from m to,vards p ; but when the 
link changes its direction, the arm will receive no motion 
until the other end n of the slit has reached the pin ; the 
arm will then be carried from right to left together with 
the link, and at the next change of direction will again 
rest until the end m of the slit has reached the pin. 

The motion of the arm will thus be intermitted at each 
end of its course for a time ,vhich ,vill be greater or less 
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according to the length of the slit. Thus as 1 and 3 are 
the points where the changes of direction of the link occur, 
let 2 and 4 be the points at which the ends of the slit come 
into action, then the arm Am will remain at rest while the 
crank moves from I to 2, and from 3 to 4, and will move 
during the intermediate motion, thuse: 

1 to 2 . . .  arm rests at p 2 to 3 , . . - moves from p to" ni crank 1noves from 3 to 4 , .  rests at m 4 to I . . .  moves from m top. 
But in the second case, if the arm be pressed by a force 
towards the center of the crank, the slit will not come into 
operation unless a stop k be provided, then the pin m will 
be always in contact with the extremity m of the slit in 
both directions of its motion ; but when the arm Am 
reaches the stop the link will proceed ,vithout it by means 
of the slit to the end of its course, and will take it up on its 
return. Take 3 5 equal to 3 4 upon the circular path of 
the crank, then the motion will be as follows, 

I to 5 , . .  arm moves from p to n-t crank moves from { 5 to 4 . . . - rests4 to I . .  . - moves from m top. 
CLASS c. DIVISION B. COMMUNICATION OF MOTION BY 

SLIDING CONTACT. 

352. By means of a properly formed revolving cam
plate a reciprocating motion may be given to a follower 
which will vary periodically according to any required
law. 

Thus let A, fig. 184, be the center of motion of a 
cam-plate nmqp, BD the follower, which in this case is an 
arm turning on a center B, and furnished with a friction
roller D which rests upon the edge of the can1. But the 
follower rnay also be a sliding bar, as in fig. 71 (p. 153) ; 
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ft
:r 
." 

�fLet.Am be the least radius of the cam, and Ap the great-
If'· .

f;est, and let the radii gradually in- 184
' r .'{·.:crease along the edge mnp, and de-

y:- 0
Then / .. . 111

B 
; 

.j -� ·\ ·e ····e·e·e· ··e
11 IM ,,,

J..
gcrease along the edge pq1n.
({it"the cam revolve continualJy in the \ -- ·°\ep,j;

/// 

· -
\\"'fdirection of the arrow, the roller D 

h.will be by the action of the edge 
; away from the center A, ··--.)-;--·----··:-,,,tpushed 

i�:,;�uring the passage of mnp under it, and will return to the 
(��nter during the passage of p q m ;  it being supposed to be 

• ' • '  ,t .- .

!ti kept in contact with the edge by weight or by a spring. 
• •

!
,

�
•j 

::L �, _ In this manner a series of periodic oscillations are com-
1 �• � • 

1
··' 

1�unicated to the bar BD, and the velocity ratio of this bar 
�LJ� 'that of the cam can be adjusted at pleasure to any re
\' :iuired law, by shaping the edge of the plate accordingly 
t (' Art. 33).
'( ·" 
' •  . ,,.ll�# , 

. 

h . 'l'his may be set out by points in the method of which 
i,;.\ an example has already been given in Art. 296. If the bar 
)} be required to remain at rest during a given angular portion

.)' ',

;;.. bf the revolution of the cam, the edge ,vill be an arc of a 
�::'circle through that angle. If the follower be a straight bar,
i � ·.· •

(\:� 
. 

in fig. 71, and this bar be required to perform its motion 
··{ - iii both directions with a constant angular velocity ratio to 

{" that of the cam, then n1ust a cam-plate be formed of t,vo of 
}( the curves given in Art. 161, each occupying half the cir-, . 

cumfe.rence, and set back to back, so as to produce a heart-
t.. shaped figure.
'( 

/ : . 353. If the cam-plate be required to communicate more 
'.'. than one double oscillation in each revolution, its edge must 
,.. be formed into a corresponding number of waves, as A,·
, :  

fig. 185; and if the follower is to be raised gently and let fall 
·.: by its own weight, the waves must terminate abruptly, as in 

http:�fLet.Am
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B. If the follower is to receive a series of lifts with intervals 

185 

b 

.il (' D 

of rest, the cam becomes a set of teeth projecting fron1 the 
circumference of a wheel, as in D. When the ca1n is em
ployed to lift a vertical bar or stamper, these separate teeth 
are often termed wipers or tappets. 

354. The axis of the follower, if it be a revolving bar, 
as in fig. 184, is not necessarily parallel to that of the cam ; 
but may be set at any angle to it, if the bar revolve onlye. 
through a small angle, whose tangent in the mean position 
is in the plane of rotation of the cam. 

355. The simplest form of a cam is that of an ex
centric circle, as at C, fig. 185. Let a be the excentric 
center of motion, b the center of the cam, a c  the direction 
of motion of the follower, ,vhich is a roller whose center is c. 
Then be is plainly constant, and the motion given to the 
follower the same as if a link be and crank ab were en1-

ployed ( Art. 328). 

356. If the weight or spring be inconvenient, the cam 
may be made to press the follower in both directions by means 
of a double curve. This cannot be made in the form of a 
slit, as in fig. 71, p. 153, because the motion is now to 
take place indefinitely in the same direction ; but a groove in 

the face of a plate may be employed, as at A, fig. 186. 

357, If the cam revolve always in the same direction, 
the outside curve is only required during that portion of the 
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motion in which the follower approaches the cam, and it 

)nay be supplied by a bar attached to the cam by a few 
bridge pieces at the back, as at B, fig. 186.. 

358. Or motion may be communicated in the two di
rections by a double cam, as at C, fig. 186, in which the 

· piece that receivese. the reciprocating motion has tv.o arms, 
i�e roller of one of which rests on one cam, and that of the 

: tther upon another cam ,vhich lies behind the first on the 
· same axis, and the figure of which corresponds to that of the 
flrst in such a ,vay that the arc mn be�ween the points

,. of contact is constant and equal to the distance between 
the rollers. Thus when the edge of one cam is retiring 

· from its roller, that of the other is always advancing, and 
vice versa. 

359. In fig. 187, Ee is a revolving axis, Gg a bar 
· �pable of sliding in the direction of its own length, and 
. having a friction roller at g ;  a flat 187 

circular plate F is fixed to the ex- 6 
tremity of the axis, but not perpen
dicular to it ; the bar Gg may be 
pressed into contact with the plate by 
a spring or weight. Now if the plate 
F were perpendicular to the axis, the 
rotation of the latter "vould communi-

..' 

cate no motion to the bar, but the effect of the inclination is 
to communicate a reciprocating motion to the bar in the di
rection of its length, the quantity of which varies with the 
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inclination of the plate to the axis ; and if the plate be so 
attached to the axis as to admit of an adjustment of this 
inclination, a ready mode is obtained of adjusting the length 
of the excursion of the bar. This plate is termed a swash
plate ; the law of its motion may be thus found. 

Let .A a be the vertical axis of the swash-plate Bb, B its 
lowest point, and therefore Ba.A the angle of its inclination 
to the axis. 

Let cD be the sliding bar, BCk the plane of rotation 
of the point B. 

'l'he motion therefore of BM from MC through the an
gle BMC has moved the extremity c of the bar through the 
space c C. Draw CN and Nn perpendicular to B.1..lf, then 
will Nn he equal and parallel to Cc ; · 

BN 
· · · Cc = 

tan Ba.A ' 

also BN = BM. versin BMC ; 

BM. versin BMC 
. ·. Cc = ------ - = aM vers1n BMC ; tan Ba.A 

so that the motion of the bar is the same as that produced by
a crank ,vith an infinite link and a radius = aM(Art. 328). 

360. If the path of the follo,ver bar of a cam-plate be 
not parallel to the plane of rotation of the plate, then, as in 
Arts. 165, 166, a cone, a hyperboloid, or a cylinder, may be 
employed exactly in the manner there described ; but as 
the velocity ratio of cam and bar is no longer constant, ,ve 
are no longer confined to the curves there given. Instead 
of a groove a projecting rib acting between two rollers may
be employed, either in these combinations, or in those of 
the Articles already referred to. 

,, 
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If the motion of the bar from one end to the 
·. pther of its path be required to ==:;.;;:=;=�188 _ 

====:i
• occupy more than a single revo
lution of the cam-axis, the double 
screw of fig. 188 may be employ

. ed*. This arrangement has a cylinder and sliding bat· 
exactly corresponding to fig. 76, p. 157, but that on the 

. �ircumference of the cylinder is traced two complete screw�,
·r .:" one a right-hand screw beginning at a, and extending from 
a by mbcdf to g ;  the other a left-hand screw which begins· 
as a continuation of the right-hand screw at g, and extends 

:- from g by ohkl to a, where it also joins the other screw ; 
' so that the two screws form one continuous path, winding
round the cylinder from one end to the other and back 
again continuously. When the cylinder revolves, the piece
e which lies in this groove and is attached to the sliding 

· bar, will be carried back and forwards, and each oscillation 
will correspond to as many revolutions of the cylinder as 
there are convolutions in the screw. 

· As the screw-grooves necessarily cross each other twice in 
eache. revolution, the piece e must be made long, so as to 
occupy a considerable length of the groove, as shewn side.:.. 
ways at E;  thus it will be impossible for it to quit one screw 
for the other at the crossing places. Also, as the inclination 
of, the scre,vs to the bar are in opposite directions, it is 
necessary to attach the piece e to the bar by a pivot, as . 
shewn in the figure, so as to allow it to turn through a small 
aree. as the inclination changes. If the bar be required to 
move more rapidly in one direction than the other, the one 
·screw· may be of greater pitch than the other, and similarly, 
·by varying the inclination of the screw at different points, _
·•: varying velocity ratio may be obtained. 

). . . 
• Lanz and Betancourt, Analytical Essay on Machines, by whom it is attri-

. · · · ·  • 

21 
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.. · 362. In the endless screw, fig. 142, p. 265, if the inclina
tion of the threads be madee· to vary fro1n right to left in 
each revolution, the wheel, when the screw revolves uni
for1nl y, will revolve with continual change of direction, 
advancing by long steps, and retreating by short steps alter
nately. 

363. If a single series of changes in velocity and direc
tion be required, and which are too numerous to be included 
within a single rotation of a cam-plate ; then the spiral-cam 
or · solid-cam, fig 1 89, may be employed '. .A. a is the axis of 

189 

. .  

t�e. cam, on one extremity a of which a common screw is cut, 
which works in a nut in the frame of the machine, so that 
as the axis revolves it also travels endlong. B is the solid 
c_am. Dd the roller of the follower whose path is rnd, and 
which is kept in contact with the cam by a weight or spring 
as usual. As the axis revolves the follower D will receive 
from it a motion in its path, the velocity and direction of 
which will be governed by the figure of the cam, as in Art. 
_852� · But by means of the screw at a the cam will be gra
dually carried endlong, so that at the completion 9f each 
revolution the same point of the cam will be no longer pre
,sen.ted to the follower, as in fig. 1 84, in which the same cycle 
�f ch�nges is repeated in each revolutione. On the con:
trary, the path traced by D upon the surface of B will be 
·a spiral or screw of the same pitch as that at a, and by pro.-

·perly ·eshaping the cam, w_e can thus provide a series of 

changes that will extend through as many revolutions of the 

cam ·as the length of the can1 contains the pitch of the screw 01• 

., 
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- ·C  is an end-view of the cam. In the figure the trans
verse sections of the cam are represented as being every 

. .wJiere circles of the same excentricity, but of continually in .
creasing diameter. The effect of this would be to commu
nicate to Dd a reciprocating motion in its path, of which.·e
the trip in one direction would be shorter than that in the 
opposite direction. 

864. In the previous examples the pin or roller has 
been given to the follower, and the curve to the driver, but ' 
eithere. the contrary arrangement may be made, or curves , 

i 
.·e .... 

may be given to both pieces, and the pin dispensed with. 
ln _fig. 190, A is an arrangement by which an excentric re-

190 
C 

.A. C 
D 

volving pin c, working in the slit of an arm whose center 
of motion is b, gives it a reciprocating .motion. This is. 
the same combination as that of Art. 290, but that in this 
case the pin c, by revolving always on the same side of the 
center b, produces reciprocation, ,vhile in fig. 141 the pin
having the center b within its path produces a rotation in 
tl)e_ follower. 

. The same formula will therefore apply in the two cases, 
making R less than E for reciprocation, and greater than E 
(or.rotation. 

' . . '; 

;: _ '  . ln :B, fig. 190, it is shewn how by giving a curved out
U.ne to the sides of the slit a different velocity ratio may be ob
tained. . In C. the slit is attached transversely to a bar whi�� 
slj(Je� . in. .. the direction . ,of its leng�h; . an�t in this, : ca&e .�t I i�. 

21-2 
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easy to see that the law of �lotion is the same as in a crank 
with an infinite link. 

Again, bye. increasing the diameter of the pin of C, we 
obtain an excentric, as at D, where a is the center of motion, 
b the center of the excentric. The slit now appears in the 
form of two parallel bars ef, gh, attached at right angles 
to the sliding bar; but the combination is exactly equivalent 
to that of C, ab being the radial distance of the pin from 
the centre of motion. 

365. Any curve however may be substituted for this 
excentric circle ife. it possess this property, that every pair 
of parallel and opposite tangents are at a constant distance 
equal to the distance of the bars ef, gh. For thus the 
bars will touch the cam in all positions. 

For example, fig. 190b has such a curve, and· is adapted
for the production of intermitting motion. 

B 

.d. is the center of motion of the cam, the form of which 
is a kind of equilateral triangle .dnm, whose sides are arcs 
of circles each described from the opposite angle, the center 
of motion being one angle. The follower is a bar B b, and 
the cam acts upon two straight edges pq, rs, fixed at right
angles to the bar, and at a distance from each other equal to 
the radius of the arcs of which the cam consists ; conse
quently the bars will be in contact with an angle and a side 

.•. 
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;of the· cam in every position, and the effect of its figure upon ,, 

-the motion is as follows. Let the circle described by its cir;. 
-cumference be divided into six equal parts, as in the figure. 
,Then follo,ving the point m round the circle in the direction 

· ;0f the numbers, it appears that from 1 to 2 no motion is given 
'.to the bar; from 2 to 3 the point n is in contact with rs, and. 
.tne motion of the bar through that angle ,vill therefore be the 

· -same as that by the pin and slit C, fig. 190, (n replacing the 
pin,) so that the bar begins to move gently and accelerates ; ,, 

• :when however m reaches 3 this action of n terminates abruptly, ' 

'•a.nd m begins a similar action upon pq, by which the motion 
r 

:of the bar is now retarded, and gradually brought to rest 
-when m reaches 4 ;  from 4 to 5 the bar is entirely at rest, 
from 5 to 6 gradually accelerated, and from 6 to 1 gra
dually retarded. The motion of the bar is therefore nearly 
. Jhe same as that of the pin and slit of C, fig. 190, but with 
. intervals of complete rest*. 

ON ESCAPEMENTS. 

• 866. We have now arrived at a class of combinations 

,in which a revolving piece produces the reciprocation of its 
· follower by acting alternately on two different pieces at
tached to it, instead of upon a single pin, roller or other 
piece, as in the combinations ,ve have just been consideri�g. 
In fig. 191,  abc is a revolving piece or driver which has three 

191 

J r_ ��J.J�i I 
0er=- L\ /j 

J
[p7 JfL�_b__, 

-equal wipers or tappets, and the follower is a sliding bar or 
·frame· provided ,vith two teeth or pallets A and.oB on oppo
:'.'Site·osides of the center ofmotion of the drivert. The latter 

'' 
' . ... ' ' 

. · · · This cam was employed by Fenton and .!Hurray to give motion to the valves 
of their steam-engine. 

t This contrivance is taken from ·oe la Hire, Traite de 1\lecaniquc, Prop.a114. 

/ 
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revolves in the direction of the .arrow, and its wiper a 'is 
shewn in the act of urging the follower to the right by press
ing against the side of the tooth A. Revolving a little far
ther in the same direction, a will, by its circular motion·, 
escape from A, and at the same instant b will encounter B, 
and will urge it in the opposite direction, until b in like 
manner escapes from it, when c will act upon A. In this·a •
way the rotation of abc will produce the reciprocation of the 
frame. 

367. But the frame may also be made the driver ; for if 
it be moved to the left, A will push a, and make the wheel 
revolve in the contrary direction to the ·aarrow, and c will 
pass B. When this has happened, let the frame be moved 
back again ; then, after moving a short space, B will meet c, 
and move the '\\'heel still farther round, until b has passed·.A, 
when the return of the frame will enable A to push b. Thus 
the reciprocation of the frame will cause the wheela· to 
revolve in the opposite direction to that in which itself 
,vould produce the ·areciprocation of the frame. But ,vhen 
the frame is the driver, there will always be a short motion 
at the beginning of each oscillation, during ,vhich no motion 
will be given to the wheel. 

368. Fig. 192 is another method by which a revolving. 
wheel ..4. gives a reciprocating motion b ,_____,k 192 
to a sliding bar bk*. 

The wheel has six pins projecting 
from its face. The pin 1 is shewn in o 

04 �the act of driving the bar to the right 
by· acting upon the tooth at k. The pin 3 also moves a bel1-
. crank lever, the upper arm f of which travels in the contrary 
direction to the bar. At the moment the first pin 1 escapes 
. from the side of k by its circular motion, the pin b ,vill have 

"' From Thiout, Traite d' Horlogerie, t. i. p. 85. 

•.
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reached · the arm f, and this ,vill, by acting upon b, push (,;: 

the ·. bar in the reverse direction. Again, when the pin 3 
escapes from the arm of the bell-crank, the pin 2 will begin 
to. act upon k, exactly as the pin I had previously done, 

' ,, 

.. .>while the pin 4 will .in like manner replace the pin 3, and 
raise the bell-crank. This action will go on continually, 
producing a short, alternate, but very abrupt and jerking,
motion·ein the bar. 
· .= : 369. In these two contrivances the teeth of the wheel � . : 

·1are made to act upon two distinct pieces attached to the reci 1 ,  

I 

; 

: 

procating piece., and so arranged that as one tooth escapu 
from the•reciprocating piece, the other shall begin its action, 
iv.hence this group of combinations receives the term of 
�tiapements. Escapements are most largely employed in 
clock and watch-work (Art. 232), to communicate the action 

· of the moving power to the pendulum or balance; but when 
so employed they receive n1any delicate arrangements, which 
have for their object the distribution of the power iri such a 
manner as will the least interfere with the due action of the 
pendulum. Such arrangements being governed by dynami
cal principles, are excluded fro1n our present plan. Escape
ments are however employed in Pure Mechanism to convert 
rotation into reciprocation, as for example, in the bell of an 
alarum-clock. In the two forms already given the recipro
cation is communicated to a sliding bar ; in those which 
f()lJow it is given to an axis, ,vhich may be either perpendi-•cular or parallel to the revolving wheel . 

· • 370. When the axes are at right angles the c1·own
�he.el escapement, fig. 1 93, is commonly einployed. 

. .A is the revolving axis, to the extremity of which ,is 
.fixed a crown-wheel with large saw-shaped teeth ; Cc the 
�ibr�Hng- axise· or verge. rrhis carries the two pieces or . 
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pallets b and a, which are set in planes making an angle 
with each other to allow of the escaping ,(:' 193 

action. When the wheel revolves in the 
direction of the arrow, one of its teeth 
pressing against the pallet a will turn 

_,.-7the verge in the same direction, until, by A. 
the circular motion of a, its extremity u 
is lifted so high that the crown-wheel tooth passes under 
it, or, in other words, this tooth escapes from the pallet. 
By the same motion of the verge the pallet b is brought 
into a vertical plane, and the tooth c now presses it in the 
contrary direction, and turns the verge back again until 
c escapes from under b, ,vhen n new tooth begins to act 
upon a, and so on. Thus the rotation of the crown-wheel 
produces the vibration of the verge, the crown-wheel being
the driver. 

371,
parallel axes. 

1.'he revolving wheel has pins 1, 2, 3, .... apd turns in 
the direction of the arrow. 1..,he vibrating axis B has a 
two-armed piece carrying the pallets at its extremities, and 
resembling somewhat the form of an anchor ; whence the 
name of the corn bi nation. The pin 1 is shewn in the act 
of pressing against the pa1let surface ab. Now as the nor
mal of the point of contact passes on the same side of the two 
axes A and B, the pin, which acts upon ·the pallet by sliding 

rl'he ancho1·-escapement, fig. 194, is adapted to 

,n, 
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.. eehtact, will terid to turn th·e pallet in the saine direction as .. 

. 

,

j 

. 
, i. , ;' ;tHe wheel (Arts. 33, 346). aB ,vill therefore revolve up.:. 

wards, and the pin will slide towards b, and there escape frotn ... ,. .  
tpe pallet. At this instant the pin 3 ,vill reach the second 

'pajlet-surface c d, of which the normal passes between the , , 
' 

'two .axes ; the action of this pin ,vill therefore turn the axis 
· B.·· in the reverse direction ; the second pallet-arm Bd will 
rise, and the pin 3 escape from the pallet at d, when a new 
pin will act upon ab as before ; and thus the vibration be 
maintained. 

372. This escapement has received a great variety of 
f'6.rms. The teeth of the wheel are more commonly long 
and slender-pointed spur-teeth, of which many examples 
may be found in the treatises of Horology. 

A very simple arrangement is shewn at the lower part of· 
fig. 194, in which D is the verge, pn, nm the pallets ; these 
are fixed against the face of an arm which lies parallel to the ,. .
pl�ne of the wheel, and so far from it as to clear the tops of 
l�� , pins. The pin 6 is shewn in the act of pressing the 
.pallet mn, and therefore of depressing the arm ; when this 
pin reaches n it escapes from mn, and begins to act upon 
pn, by which it raises the arm and escapes at the lower end 
of the second pallet, when 5 begins to touch and depress 
th� first pallet mn, and so on. 

373. In all these escapements the verge may be made 
.the driver, and thus a reciprocating motion be made to pro·
'cluce. a rotation (Art. 339), The wheel will always revolve 
.the contrary way to that in which it turns when itself drives 
'(Art. 367). 

· Thus in fig. 194, let the arm Ba be depressed, the pallet
·ab ,vill then drive the pin I backwards, (that is, contrary 
toathe arrow,) until pin 4 has passed under the point of d. _
If the arm Bd be now depressed de will act upon pin 4, 
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and continue the backward rotation until ·2 has passed under
the point b. Ba being again depressed will repeat the 
former action upon 2, and so on. But the rotation of the
wheel will be necessarily intermittent, for at each change 
of direction in the pallet-arm the pallet must pass through 
a short space before it begins to touch the pin, above
which it must have been previously raised to allow the same 
pin to pass under it. This will also be true of the crown
wheel escapement. 

374. In fig. 195 the axes are parallel, but the action
is more direct than in · the common anchorescapement. 

· As in the former contrivance, either the 
,vheel or the pallets may drive. I will
describe it under the latter action *· (,' 

C . is the axis of the pallets G and F . ..If the pallet-arm be moved to the left, F will encounter 
a, and at the same moment G will have passed beyond b,
therefore F continuing its motion will turn the wheel in 
·the direction of the arrow, so that when G returns it will
enter the next space cb, .. and striking the tooth b will thus continue. the rotation of the wheel, and so on. 

CL.ASS c. DIVISION c. COl\lMUNICATION .OF 1\IIOTION BY 
WRAPPING CONNECTORS. 

375, Let A, fig. 196, be the center of the revolvingdriver ,vbich is a pully, as in fig. 146, whose edge is shapedinto a ·curve, and grooved for the reception of a wrapping
band; b an axis fitted to the reciprocating piece ; the path of
this axis may be a straight line A b, or it may be carried by 
an arm B b whose center of motion is B. A common circular 

• This contrivance, hy i\Jcynicr, 
, 

i� to. be found in the 1\lnchincs Approuvcc5, 
. . 

1724; 
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pully being fitted to this axis b receives the other end of the 
wrapping band, and this being kept ___ 196 
tight by a weight or spring applied 
to b, it is• ,-evident that w,hen the· 
curve-pully revolves the distance of 
b from A will change periodically, 
or, in other words, it will move back 
and forwards in its path ,vith a velo-
.city the ratio of which to that of .A will be governed by th� 
figure of the pully. 

For example, if the pully be an excentric circle whose 
center is m, m b  will he constant, and the motion the same 
·as that produced by a crank with radius A m  and link bm. 

:It the pully have straight parallel sides and ·be termi' · .
intted by semicircles whose centers are e and /, and radii th�. 
11ame as that of the small pully d ; · and if C the center of 
'motion of the large pully be midway bet,veen e and /, t�en 
Cd will be the the radius of the ellipse whose foci are e and/, 
'and center the center of motion of the pully ; · so . that the 
_motion of d will be determined by the equation of this ellipse 
·round its center. 

., 

'.J ' . 

,.
' • . 
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